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Demonstrate a theoretically informed approach to reflection and sustained engagement with the literature to inform 

the development of practice 

Critically analyse your own practice in relation to the 6 areas of activity within the UK HE Professional Standards 
Framework 
Clarity and consistency with regard to written style and structure, and accuracy of referencing. 
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Strengths of the Assignment: 
 

In view of your serious managerial roles and variety of modules you are involved in, you 
have succeeded in addressing reflectively these six important areas, linking your 

reflections to appropriate literature.  
 
There is much evidence provided that supports your commitment to improving your own 

practice via personal development, and in helping your Institution to achieve allied goals.  
 
The portfolio was very clearly structured and in excellent academic English. It is 

impressively reflective and constructively critical throughout. 
 
You have listed clear goals for all of the areas considered. Your suggestions and 

proposals seem to be realistic and achievable (time?), though I don’t know the kind of 
support you will get from government and other interested parties. 
 
A sufficiently detailed – and originally structured – PDP plan! 

 
Good use of evidence, extremely well indexed 
 

Areas to be addressed / developed: 
 

You need not have included such a detailed account of yourself (a C.V.!). I do understand 
though that you did so to tell the reader where you “came from” and why you arrived at 
the research question! This introductory material was not included in our assessment, as 

it would have taken the portfolio well over the word limit.  
 
Your time planning in the PDP seems a little ambitious – are you setting yourself too 

much to do in a short time?  
 
Moderator’s Comments 

A superb piece of work! The areas for improvement are very minor compared to its considerable merits and 
strengths. A joy to read! 
 
First 
marker 

John Wright Date 28
th
 Sep 

2010  

Provisional Mark / Grade 84 

Moderator Adrian Brockett Date 1 Oct 2010 Provisional Grade A* 

    Agreed Provisional Mark  84 

 

 


